
Dean Hill:

I read with interest your commentary about Methodism with critiques 
concerning certain issues.  Glad to receive the Marsh news and occasionally 
do listen to services.  I met you once and remember your cordiality...I'm 
the fairly new Watertown retired Disciples pastor and grad of Yale Divinity 
as you may remember.

Of course I am dismayed by church bodies dragging their feet in acceptance 
of LBGT folks.  You have spoken out as dean but I suspect many Mthodist 
clergypersons would be hesitant to do so. Or Disciples in certain sections 
of the country.  However, in our former residence of Springfield, MO, 
several Christian churches have been quite supportive and nationwide a 
goodly number have become open and affirming.  A PFLAG group meets in our 
former church...and Lee and I were founding members of that group.  It 
remains to be seen if the DoC General Assembly meeting in two weeks in 
Orlando will move forward.  We are no longer Disciples however.  The church 
we now attend, and I am a deacon, is UCC in Newton proud of being open for 
many years.   www.2ndchurch.org  We moved to be near son Timothy Longman.  
He is now in Zanzibar with partner Tracy (mgr at A.R.T.) and is director of 
African Studies Center at BU and both are active at Old South Church.   
Recent Supreme Court decisions have given some encouragement.  But when I 
think of attitudes in many folks in Midwestern and Southern U. S. states I 
am not too hopeful.  Maybe in the long run as those with prejudicial 
attitudes die off!  Isn't it frustrating how Christians can have narrow and 
uncaring views?  And quote the Bible in their defense?  This of course may 
extend to attitudes about minorities and the poor.   Here we are moving 
into another topic of course.  

Regarding the matter of clergy, I can agree that it is important to have 
well educated ministers in pulpits.  There is of course much pastoral work 
besides preaching.  You have your own arguments as to Methodist discipline 
and the appointive system.  But I suspect it is a lost cause to expect a 
reversal of trends as to providing fully qualified ministers in many 
smaller congregations.  Yes, 540 out of 931 pulpits filled by lay folks 
does seem like a good many.  Facing reality many small charges cannot 
afford salary and insurance demands of having a full time pastor.  Is it 
reality to expect seminary training pastors to work for peanuts?  But it is 
not fair to say that good hearted people have not studied the Bible in 
depth or lack preparation.  It could be that some are quite knowledgable in 
Scripture (how about Jimmy Carter as an example).   And laity life 
experience may count for alot...in fact having a degree from Union or Yale 
may often not even be a plus!  What is needed though is continuing 
education for laity such as we had in Missouri, on the job seminary based 
training  leading toward certification and then ordination.  This and bi-



vocational charges.  Also yoked parishes are still a  possibility though 
sometimes the laity balk even though on the verge of demise.   Looks like 
this is for real the future for the Church.   Yet who knows about our 
contemporary loyalties...I'm about to lead a study of "When Spiritual But 
Not Religious Is Not Enough."
Are you familiar with this little book by Lillian Daniel, YDS grad, Chicago 
area UCC  pastor?   day1.org/1182-rev_dr_lillian_daniel

I can certainly resonate with comments about that worship experience with a 
wandering preacher and poor music.  Unfortunately in our church we have an 
overdose of Bach and Beiber including harpsichord.   "Good" music but is it 
the other extreme?  Actually I don't mind  a sermon delivered on the ground 
level rather than from on high!   Nor selected contemporary music so long 
as it is not what you refer to as bongo drums nor 7/11 style (do you know 
what that is?)  On the other hand you surely don't object to African music 
with drums.  One questionable practice in our church is that for ten weeks 
we have informal summer worship in a parlor...New England church folks are 
presumed to be absent and on the Cape.  

Enough commentary, just thought you might want some reflections to your 
thoughtful position paper. 

-Bill Longman


